
Compact Group has a health policy for our employees 
during the covid-19 outbreak and for taking care of 
the employees' health in our organization.

Compact International (1994) Co., Ltd., 
was held a sacrificial 

ceremony for new Brahma House, Grandmother



COMPACT PRIMO, environmental friendly technology to protect your car
With latest innovation from COMPACT BRAKES, an environmental friendly and
Driver friendly brake pad formulation which fulfill smooth, silent,
Anti-dust and safety driving experience

COMPACT PRIMO, technology designed to reduce brake noise when pressing the brake
And dust on wheel. A brake for your need and new impressive experience
OTHER DISC BRAKES, COMPACT PRIMO BRAKE

Prepare brake surface before application with 
THERMAL SCORCHED process, a thermal process 
Of more than 500 C is used to adjust brake surface, 
make run-in process unnecessary with maximum 
brake performance and consistency in every touch 
of brake

Brake surface preparation with run-in



Exclusive only in COMPACT PRIMO, with technology from Sweden, layers of 
high-quality steel coated rubber can absorb noise and vibration when pressing 
the brake. With 4 layers shim to optimize anti-noise performance and add flexibility 
and high temperature friction durable when braking with special adhesive

COMPACT PRIMO, a technology that protect disc 
brake by transferring film From brake fabric to coat
disc brake surface for smoothness, scratch-free and 
longer service life

Disc brake groove cut-out technology 
into Y shape for better performance

4 layers shim braking anti-squelch
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     Compact Group has a health policy for our employees during the covid-19 outbreak and for taking care of 

the employees' health in our organization. The company has contacted the hospital to come in to vaccinate all 

4 influenza virus vaccines to all employees in our organization, in order to be immune to the flu further. The 

influenza virus vaccines consist of

  1. Influenza Virus A-Brisbane/02/2018 (H1N1)

  2. Influenza Virus A-South Australia/34/2019 (H3N2)

  3. Influenza Virus B-Washington/02/2019

  4. Influenza Virus B-Phuke/3073/2013

For the influenza virus vaccination for all employees at this time, we had been cooperating with Ekachai Hospital, 

Mahachai Hospital and Hua Chiew Hospital which was facilitated by vaccination for top executives and all 

employees in our organization in the past May 2020.
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Compact International (1994) Co., Ltd., was held a sacrificial 
ceremony for new Brahma House, Grandmother

   On Monday 8 June 2020, Mr. Kasem Issaraphithakkul, managing director and management 
team as well as employees of Compact International (1994) Co., Ltd., manufacturer and 
distributor of compact brake pads was held a sacrificial ceremony for new Brahma House, 
Grandmother Spirit House, and Spirit House, which we are honored by the Brahmin for the 
groundbreaking ceremony, assembled and installed the Brahma House, Grandmother Spirit 
House and Spirit House, including invited the Brahma to stay in house to enhance blessing 
and prosperity for those who attended the sacrifice ceremony for new Brahma House, 
Grandmother Spirit House, and Spirit House. And the monks chanted holy stanzas and offering 
food to monks at Compact International (1994) Co., Ltd., Phetchaburi Province.










